Study Reveals Ice Melt Impact on Sea Level Rise
	October 23, 2012 (ABC) - A new study has revealed Antarctic ice melt is contributing less to sea level rise than first thought.  In a study led by the University of Tasmania, satellite technology has been used to "weigh" the land mass of Antarctica and measure how that changes over time.  The university's Professor Matt King says the study improved the technique for measuring land mass, resulting in a more accurate picture of how Antarctic ice melt is contributing to sea level rise.
	"We decided that the land was changing much less than previously thought and we took off a much smaller number than the other studies had done," he said.  "So we ended up with a much smaller contribution of the ice into the ocean….  Antarctica seems to be contributing a lot less than what some people have said."
	The study also found that while there has been some growth of the ice sheets around East Antarctica, the western side of the continent is seeing an acceleration of ice loss.
	Meanwhile, it is hoped a blind spot in global warming research will be revealed through the collaboration of international scientists.  Dr Steve Rintoul from the CSIRO in Hobart says up until recently, traditional oceanographic techniques have not worked in the sea ice zone.  Dr Rintoul says over the next four days, scientists from 20 countries will be sharing information about how scientific tools are being adapted to measure changes happening in the ocean underneath the ice.
	"For the sea ice zone around Antarctica we need to develop alternative techniques, and so this workshop we're having is really about getting figuring out the state-of-the-art in those various technologies, and how we can bring them all together to measure this part of the ocean which has, so far, is largely invisible."
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